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History of  CBEAR 

and 
Applying behavioral and experimental 

economics to agri-environmental 

programs in the US
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Importance of  

Behavioral Science

In 2014, the White House launched the Social and Behavioral Sciences Team 
(nudge squad).

In 2014, CBEAR established through a national competition by the USDA 
Economic Research Service.

In September 2015, President Obama issued the  Executive Order entitled “Using 
Behavioral Science Insights to Better Serve the American People”
• “To more fully realize the benefits of  behavioral insights and deliver better results 

at a lower cost for the American people, the Federal Government should design its 
policies and programs to reflect our best understanding of  how people engage with, 
participate in, use, and respond to those policies and programs.”
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Motivation of  Applying Behavioral Insights

• Non-political.  Goal is helping programs work better, 
better serve their customers, and being cost-effective 
with taxpayer money.

• Nudges work.  Many of  the things related to 
behavioral science are relatively small adjustments and 
are within the control of  a program administrator.
– Do not require additional funds or new legislation to be passed.

– Works well with voluntary programs.

• Testing is embedded within the programs and market 
settings.
– Strong external validity.

– Research permit the telling of  simple stories to external audiences.
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White House’s Evidence 

and Innovation Agenda 

• “… strengthening agencies’ abilities to continually 
improve program performance by applying existing 
evidence about what works, generating new knowledge, and 
using experimentation and innovation to test new 
approaches to program delivery. … This is especially 
important given current fiscal challenges, as our nation 
recovers from a deep recession and agencies face tough 
choices about how to meet increased demand for services 
in a constrained resource environment.” (Memorandum to 
the head of  departments and agencies, 2013)

• Similar directives have been released by the Trump 
administration in 2017 also calling for evidence-based policy.
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Bipartisan Support

Evidence-Based Policymaking Commission Act

• Sponsored by Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) and 

Senator Patty Murray (D-WA)

• Signed into law by President Obama on March 30, 

2016

• Final Report released on September 6, 2017.
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Why Experiments?

• Agri-environmental problems are primarily 
behavior problems. Thus changing agri-
environmental conditions is fundamentally 
about changing human behavior. 

• Experiments enable us to carefully measure 
changes in behavior and ultimately in 
agricultural and environmental conditions. 

• Well designed field experiments provide 
compelling evidence that is attractive to 
academic journals.
– Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) often are 

referred to as the “gold standard” and the 
cornerstone of  evidence-based policy
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CBEAR Goals

Foster a culture of  

experimentation & evidence in 

agri-environmental programs

CBEAR a USDA Center of  

Excellence in 2016.

Bring insights from the 

behavioral sciences to agri-

environmental programs
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Location of  CBEAR projects by county
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Recipients - CBEAR Grant Program 

• Risk and ambiguity

• Adaptation to climate change

• Assurance contracts and ecosystem services

• Conservation and agglomeration bonus

• Groundwater management

• Conservation exchanges

• Compliance with agri-environmental 

regulation

• Groundwater extraction and electricity 

subsidies

• Red wolf  habitat fragmentation

• Reverse auctions and screening for 

grassland bird conservation 

• Nudging empathy in the Conservation 

Stewardship Program

• Habitat conservation for imperiled 

species
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Successes
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Accomplishments (since 2014)
• Engaged in more than 25 research projects that involve adult participants in 

nearly every state in the country;

• Leveraged ERS’s initial investment of  $750,000 into additional grants that 
contributed more than $6 million of  additional research funds; 

• Hosted events such as including workshops, conferences, and lunch-and-
learns, to connect academic researchers and program managers;

• Developed the CBEAR Behavioral Insights Brief to explain topics and tools in 
behavioral sciences that can be applied to agri-environmental issues; 

• Contracted by USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service’s (NRCS) to 
develop and deliver staff  training modules that provide information about 
useful insights from behavioral economics and how to use experiments to 
generate evidence to increase the effectiveness of  NRCS programs and efforts. 



Success Stories: Process Labeling of  Food

• 2015 CAST Paper Issue 
paper on Process Labeling 
of  Food.

• Understanding consumer 
behavior and labels.

• Impacted the federal 
legislation on labeling of  
GMO-foods.
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Farmers
(RCT with Administrative Data)
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Histosol Outreach Project

Partnership of CBEAR USDA ERS, FSA, NRCS, and OCE

P. Ferraro, J. Fooks, N. Higgins, R. Iovanna, M. Kecinski, D. 

Lamm, J. Larson, K. Messer, B. Thomas, and M. Wilson 
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Partisan Divide on the Environment





Histosol Outreach Experiment

• Early internal discussion immediately bogged down:

• Do not use “G” or “C” words

• Invite everyone to webinar

• Mail only vs “personal contact”

• Simple (“light touch”) outreach intervention

• Mail contact (10,000 landowners)

• Information: website and webinar

• Outcomes: website hits and links, webinar 

attendance, Receipt of  Service, NPAD



Outreach Letters
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“negative environmental impacts, like releasing greenhouse 

gases that contribute to climate change… organic soils 

release the most green gases per acre when disturbed.”
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Reminder postcards
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“The USDA will host a webinar to answer your 

questions and provide more information …”
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Mentioning Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions has No Effect on Responses
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Inviting Farmer to Webinar Reduced the Website Hits or 

Outbound Links Per Invitation by Almost Half
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Farmers
(Framed Field Experiments)
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AgVISE (traps for feral hogs)

Screening Criteria:

• Typically earn $1,000 or more 
in ag revenue annually

• Own or lease land in TX, LA, 
MS, TN, AL, GA, SC, or FL

• 25+ years of  age

• One member per household 
per auction

From: Weigel, Masters, Ferraro, 

and Messer
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AgVISE (Agricultural Value, Innovation, 

and Stewardship Enhancement) project

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJbl1qs75BI
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Initial Results 

(Cost-effectiveness of  Nudges)



Challenges
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Challenge of  

Representativeness

• As one moves away from student subjects, this inherently suggests that 
the composition of  the sample matters.  Thus, one needs to draw as 
representative sample as possible.

• New approaches are needed to deal with a public that is increasingly 
wary of  participating in studies.

• Keys of  recruitment:
– Trust

– Ease of  participation
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Challenge of  

Representativeness
• HomeVISE (Homeowner Value, Innovation, and 

Stewardships Enhancement) project

– Source: T. Li, J. Fooks, K. Messer, P. Ferraro (in 
development)

• Spring of  2015, we worked with Infogroup, a company that 
promised to send invitations to our field experiment.  

• We paid $650 for them to solicit 5000 residents of  Delaware.
– Only 14 people participated (0.28%).

– None were from Delaware.  

• We revised it to be an intercept study to be conducted at Ag 
Day.  

– In one day, we had 337 adults participate!

– Subsequent HomeVISE studies had approximately 2000 
more adult participants
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Partnerships can be 

Challenging

AgVISE (Agricultural Value, 
Innovation, and Stewardship 
Enhancement) project
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AgDRIP recruitment

Personal  

phone calls

Increased 

initial incentive 

to $100

Source: Meiselman, Suter, Weigel, Masters, Ferraro, 

Savchenko, Messer 
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Challenge of  Shifting 

Partner Priorities and Staff  Turnover



Challenge of  Shifting 

Partner Priorities

• Example, in 2015, NRCS launched a new internet platform, “Conservation Client 
Gateway” in the hopes of  better serving its customers.

– Set ambitious goal of  enrolling 60,000 landowners in first year

• NRCS started working with CBEAR and ERS on how to improve the roll-out.
– Rejected all major ideas; only wanting to consider the lightest of  interventions.

• Project launch delayed several times and before the actual launch we were called and 
told that due to concerns about low enrollment that they weren’t going to be 
working with CBEAR.

– Irony is this is exactly when trying something new would have been most appropriate.

• How did it turn out?
– Only 300 farmers enrolled in first year.  Enrollment now is reportedly around 6,000 farmers.

– Sadly, no lessons were learned to help avoid problems in future. 36
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Lessons learned

1. Develop a coalition or network (aka. share the wealth)

2. Need more research on getting a representative sample of  
farmers/landowners

3. Call for evidence-based policy needs to be build into agri-
environmental programs.
– Connect to administrative data

4. Seek opportunities for collaborative/cooperative research

5. Non-partisan (in the US that means talking about having a 
“business approach” to policy making)

6. Need to stay active.

7. Timing is key

8. Relationships matter
– Example of  NRCS Conservation Communication Contract.



Future Vision

“Behavioral and experimental economics agri-

environmental research: methodological issues, 

literature gaps, and recommendations” 

L. Palm-Forster, P. Ferraro, N. Janusch, 

C. Vossler, and K. Messer 
Environmental and Resource Economics (Special Issue - Forthcoming) 
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Concerns about Applying Results 

from Lab Experiments To Policy

Based on: Messer, Duke, Lynch, 2014
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The Appeal of  Framed Field 

Experiments for Policy



Publication Bias

AJAE editor comments

• “Reviewer 3 finds the small/no impacts of  the 

treatment to reduce the contribution of  this paper.”

• “Reviewer 1 and 2 would also like to see more 

exploration of  the types of  farms and regions where 

the treatment had a bigger impact.”
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N= 46,823 (producers with expiring CRP contracts)



Publication Bias

OBHDP editor comments:

• “It is important to publish these findings 

since null results are badly 

underreported. The experiment seems well 

conducted, however to fit with OBHDP it 

would need to shed more light on underlying 

mechanism of  why these interventions not 

have an effect on these organizations.”
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Under-Powered Studies, Replicability, 

and Pre-registrations
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Example: 

Loss-framed Incentive Contracts

• 16 published experiments 
imply that loss-framed 
contracts, on average, 
increase effort (success) at 
the incentivized task

• Meta-analysis yields an 
overall weighted average 
effect of  0.31 SD [95%CI 
0.18, 0.44]

(Source: Ferraro and Tracy, unpublished)
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Loss-framed Incentive Contracts
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Loss-framed Incentive Contracts
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Type M Error 
(power = 0.06)
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Type M error
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Recall the value of  Replicability

• Replicability was supposed to be a fundamental 

tenant of  experimental economics, but it doesn’t 

happen very often.

– Hard to get funding for this.

• Value in pre-registering experimental designs 

(http://www.socialscienceregistry.org/).

http://www.socialscienceregistry.org/
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Literature Review

Most literature relates to three area:

1. Tax and subsidy mechanisms to reduce nonpoint source 
pollution:
– Alpízar et al. 2004; Poe et al. 2004; Spraggon 2004, 2013; Cochard et al. 

2005; Vossler et al. 2006; Suter et al. 2008; Spraggon and Oxoby 2010; 
Cason 2010; Cason and Gangadharan 2013; Suter and Vossler 2014; 
Palm-Forster et al. 2017

2. Extraction of  ground water for irrigation:
– Gardner et al. 1997, Li et al., 2014, Liu et al., 2014, Suter et al., forthcoming, 

Suter et al 2012.

3. Incentivize land conservation and ecosystem service provision:
– Parkhurst et al. 2002; Parkhurst and Shogren 2007, 2008; Banerjee et al. 

2014, 2015, 2017; Fooks et al. 2016; Banerjee 2018.
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MINDSPACE (modified from Dolan et al. 2010)
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